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By ST AFF REPORT S

Hospitality group Marriott International is planning to grow its luxury presence in the Middle East and Africa by more
than 70 percent by the end of 2023.

Through the course of 2019, the company is planning to open seven new luxury hotels in the region. Across the
group's portfolio, it is  expecting to have almost 270 properties and more than 60,000 rooms in the region by the end
of the year.

Expansion plan
Marriott has been aggressively expanding in the Middle East and Africa. This year, the group is opening 19
properties in the region.

Among the upcoming openings are The St. Regis Amman in Jordan and The St. Regis Cairo in Egypt.

The Luxury Collection is also expected to welcome the North Island hotel into its portfolio.

W Hotels is opening in Dubai; Muscat, Oman and Yas Island in Abu Dhabi. Additionally, J.W. Marriott is  opening in
Muscat, marking its first hotel in Oman.
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Living Room at W Muscat. Image courtesy of Marriott

More than 25 luxury hotels are also under development.

Marriott is  also expanding its premium hotel brands, including the Autograph Collection.

The company estimates its property investment in the Middle East and Africa is around $8 billion through 2023, with
100 hotels opening by the end of that period.

"Our growth across the Middle East and Africa is fueled by a strong demand for our diverse range of well-
established brands, each offering different attributes that cater to this region's ever changing and evolving
marketplace," said Jerome Briet, chief development officer, Middle East & Africa at Marriott International, in a
statement.

"This region continues to present us with opportunities to further grow and enhance our portfolio across new and
established markets," he said. "While the majority of our growth will be through new-builds, we are seeing an
increasing number of conversion opportunities, especially in the luxury space."

While Italy and France are the most popular planned vacation spots for affluent Americans through the end of the
year, locations in the Middle East and North Africa are seeing a surge in interest from tourists.

Based on data from its own bookings, high-end hospitality network Virtuoso shared the top travel destinations from
September through the holiday season. Turkey, Egypt and Morocco are among the tourism spots that are seeing
triple-digit growth in travel from Americans this year (see story).
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